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Lg x boom thunder speaker price

LG, earlier this year, has released the Portable X Boom Thunder (OM7550D), a Mini Hi-Fi system containing 1000w of audio. It offers quite a few interesting features and promises to impress everyone, whether it's a player, party host, head of the family, sports fan, etc. LG, the South Korean giant has sent us a review unit. Here's our
verion. Design and aestheticsIn terms of aesthetics, the device looks great, feels sturdy, and will surely turn your head no matter where you choose to place it in your home. That said, the home speaker is slightly on the larger side and will take up a significant amount of space. There are two large dials located at the top - one to adjust the
microphone volume and the other for the Echo volume, with the master volume dial located in the center. SEE also: Use this simple trick to find atms working and cash around youThere are several buttons, including the predefined settings button hosted just below the Echo volume dial. All these buttons can be accessed very easily and
are also available on the remote control that comes bundled with the speaker. Analog controls and power input ports are available on the back of the device. There is also a lighting button on the Echo sphere that allows the subwoofer to light up in conjunction with the music. It has a pletletle of unique featuresThe LG Portable X Boom
Thunder (OM7550D) has a lot of unique features. For example, you can insert a DVD/CD (like the good old days) to rotate your favorite songs or just connect it to your laptop, smartphone or tablet for uninterrupted music playback via Bluetooth.SEE ALSO: OnePlus 3T vs Google Pixel XL: Would you prefer the competitor at half price? It
also offers support for 3.55mm mini-jack (now one thing) along with support for RCA Jack, Mic, HDMI and USB. In addition, it has something called Vocal Fader, this feature is especially useful if you are one of those who frequently organizes karaoke nights in your home. Turing on the vocal fader reduces the level of the singer's original
voice with the actual background music intact. Other interesting features include FM playback (with 50-station storage capacity), wireless audio transmission via Bluetooth, AUTO DJ (to create playlists automatically, so it's perfect for parties), Sound Sync (to connect LG audio system to LG HD TV) and Child Safe mode (to avoid sound
shocks in case the unit is turned on with the volume set to a high level). Click here for new best online deals DeportedThe LG Portable X Boom Thunder has a well-balanced sonic signature. To our surprise, it sounded great even to unsafe volume. We've played several genres to see how the speaker goes away and especially liked the
way it handled the sub-bass. While the oomph was always there, it managed to generate details very well. The mid and higher frequencies (treble) were perfectly defined and the voices were prominent, as well as sounding sharp even at low volume levels. VerdictThe LG Portable X Boom Boom (OM7550D) is a non-brain if you are a party
animal. Most of the genres we tried sounded great. In addition, it can be used in conjunction with your TV via Bluetooth. However, the strong price tag Rs. 30,990 is what will make you have doubts. That said, so it's worth it, it contains a ton of useful features and you won't be disappointed in buying it. Click here to see the best
smartphones from the best-selling online cameras coming up to date with the latest tech news and gadget comments, follow GizBot on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and also subscribe to our notification. Image not available forColour: LG X Boom OM7550D Home Audio System is a larger system that will occupy a corner of your living
room. We've been writing about how Bluetooth-based home audio space is evolving from small compact speakers to devices that can do much more. Now you can do a lot that just stream things from your smartphone. In fact, they seem to have ambitions to do everything the old home audio systems they replaced used to do. The LG
OM7550D is one of these home audio systems. LG X Boom OM7550D Home Audio System The LG OM7550D is a larger system that will take up a corner of your living room so don't even look this way if you're having trouble finding space. However, this great speaker can replace many other equipment as it has a built-in DVD player,
USB port for playback, Bluetooth streaming, DJ mix and karaoke among other things. It is meant to bring a party to life so that there are LED lights that you can control. Specifications: 1000 W RMS / 13000 W PMPO | Multidesc disc playback – DVD / CD / MP3 / WMA / Xvid / Jpeg | | Bluetooth HDMI output / portable input / AUX / MIC in /
USB input | | Vocal Fader TV Sound Sync Price: Rs 30,990 What's good? With a name like X Boom, I expected this to be a boom and bass overdose. However, I was pleasantly surprised by the audio quality of the LG OM7550D. So much so that I played all kinds of music in it, from Jagjit Singh to some high adrenaline Tamil gaana. Yes,
this can be your primary home audio device, one that suits all kinds of music needs, as well as adds weight to your TV audio with built-in Bluetooth sync. The LG Boom OM7550D can be your primary home audio device, one that adapts to all kinds of music needs, as well as adds weight to your TV audio with built-in Bluetooth sync. For
those who like the party, this speaker adds a lot of features. Of course, there is LED lighting, but you can also mix songs to fade into In addition, you can connect a microphone and use Karaoke mode with the vocal fader that reduces the audio of the original track so you can connect with your own. I like the fact that there is an FM tuner on
the speaker that I think is a necessity for living rooms these days. In addition, you can connect a pen drive to bring more music in case the DVDs or playlist of your mobile phone is not enough. What's not good? Well, the system system huge and with LED lights a little loud even before you turn up the volume. So I might not gel well in
every living room. So make sure you have room for this and a place where this might be hidden when parents come home. Well, the system is huge and with the LED lights a little strong even before you turn up the volume. So I might not gel well in every living room. The main volume dial is a small knob in the middle of two large dials that
adjust the voice fader. That seems like wrong your priorities. Should you buy? Well, if you're one of those people who begged your father to buy you a Power House, then this is something made for you. While it will work well for all your audio needs, I suggest you don't bring this home if you don't have a party animal hidden in you. But on
Rs 30,990 this is a great home entertainment system for this Diwali.  The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress) and stay up to date with the latest headlines© IE Online Media Services Pvt Ltd Image not available forColour: Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia &amp;
Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Phone: 1800 202 9898 *Microphones not included. *Battery life will vary depending on usage, configuration and environmental conditions. * Supports Android OM7550D-Portable X Boom
Thunder devices is a speaker that is much more than a speaker. In addition to being able to offer a super sound experience, it comes equipped with several useful features like built-in disc player and FM radio, etc. Let's take a quick look at its various capabilities: Sound: OM7550D Portable... Portable...
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